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status of the bugs and crashes..Q: Javascript running too slowly (over
1200ms) due to extra processing with every click Is it possible to reduce

the speed in which Javascript executes? I realize that it is incredibly
unlikely to be necessary, but would it be possible to prevent some actions

entirely because they are too expensive and it could slow my website
down? I've tested this by running multiple test, each involving clicking a
button, and the more buttons I click, the slower the process becomes.

Since it's in Javascript, I can't see any opportunities there. Any
suggestions? A: You can get a lot of performance enhancements by

moving of the code into the browser itself. You could use a Web Worker
to offload processing. JavaScript in the browser will run only as fast as the

browser can execute it. More processing time is needed to render the
page. Here is a short example: test var running = false; var myWorker =

new Worker('myWorker.js'); var timer = setInterval(process, 1000);
myWorker.onmessage = function(e) { if (e.data == 'done') { running =

false; } }; function process() { if (running == false) { c6a93da74d
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